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Abstract

The nonlinear equation for the propagation of kinetic Alfven waves has been derived in two-dimensions using the two-.uid
model of the plasma. By taking into proper account of the nonlinear electron heating and ponderomotive force driven
nonlinearity modi0cation in the background density, the kinetic Alfven wave equation has been derived. The solution of this
model equation has been obtained by using analytical and numerical methods to 0nd out the amplitude of the kinetic Alfven
wave at a particular distance. The relevance of these investigations has been discussed for the solar wind plasmas and coronal
heating. It is seen that the kinetic Alfven wave breaks up into 0lamentary structures (hot spots) with very high intense magnetic
energy. These 0laments are separated from each other by a distance of the order of 1 AU in the case of solar winds while it is
of the order of 0:6 AU in the case of coronal heating. The e3ect of these hot spots on other parametric processes which take
place in the solar wind plasma and Alfven wave turbulence is also proposed. In the case of the solar corona, rough estimates
for additional heating have been made by assuming that the energy of the kinetic Alfven wave is dumped to particles by wave
particle interaction. Self-consistent models based on excited wave number spectra of kinetic Alfven waves, calculating the
velocity space di3usion coe5cient and using this in the Fokker Planck equation is also suggested for coronal heating. The
impact of these studies on the Alfven wave turbulence spectrum, space weather and related experimental observation has been
pointed out.
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1. Introduction

When the MHD Alfven wave develops a large wave
number k±, transverse to the background magnetic 0eld B0,
these waves are called kinetic Alfven waves (Stefant, 1970;
Dobrowolny and Torricelli-Ciamponi, 1985; Lysak and
Lotko, 1996). In his recent paper, using .uid theory, Holl-
weg (1999) examined the properties of kinetic Alfven waves
with emphasis on development of new analytical expressions
for several properties of these waves. These kind of waves
are found to play an important role in solar .ares, heating
of solar coronal loops and many other space conditions.

The solar wind is an abundant source of 0nite ampli-
tude hydromagnetic turbulence (Burlaga, 1983). In particu-
lar, large amplitude hydromagnetic waves are present with
a variety of waveforms in association with planetary shocks
(Tsurutani et al., 1983; Kennel et al., 1986; Vinas et al.,
1984). The low-frequency plasma waves are responsible for
most of the variability in the solar wind. The .uctuations in
the solar wind magnetic 0eld and plasma velocity are often
highly correlated so that at times they can be thought of as
nearly perfect Alfven waves (Alfven, 1950).

Large amplitude Alfven waves are present in many as-
trophysical situations, including the region of space ahead
of supernova shocks. They have been observed directly
in the solar wind (Coleman, 1966; Unti and Neugebauer,
1968; Belcher and Davis, 1971), and in the vicinity of bow
shock waves at earth and other magnetized planets (Fair0eld,
1969; Hoppe and Russell, 1983). The Alfven wave .ux is
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generated in the photosphere or lower corona where
the outward .ow of the atmosphere is both subsonic or
sub-Alfvenic. In the solar wind, especially in the inner
heliosphere, the direction of propagation of Alfven waves
is predominantly outward from the Sun. Earlier theories
and astrophysical observations suggest that large amplitude
Alfven waves lend themselves to phenomena on MHD
scales and is a source of MHD turbulence. Such turbulence
is known to characterize the solar wind.

Three diverse methods have been used to model prop-
erties of turbulence. One approach extends .uid-turbulence
formalisms to magnetized plasmas (Vinas et al., 1984). A
second method employs analytic and numerical solutions
of the derivative nonlinear schrodinger (DNLS) equation
(Spangler, 1985). The third approach uses linear, quasilin-
ear, and nonlinear theory to interpret the results of hybrid
simulations that follow the growth and evolution of electro-
magnetic waves (Winske and Leroy, 1984).

Various studies have been done in relation to Alfven
waves. The evolution of monochromatic Alfven waves was
0rst studied by Galeev and Oraevskii (1963) and Sagdeev
and Galeev (1969). They showed that a coherent circularly
polarized Alfven wave was unstable and decayed into a
backward propagating Alfven wave and a sound wave.
Wong and Goldstein (1986) have studied the parametric in-
stabilities of large amplitude circularly polarized dispersive
Alfven waves. Jayanti and Hollweg (1993) discussed how
the di3erent characteristics of the instabilities might a3ect
the evolution of Alfven waves in the solar wind and they
put more emphasis on analytical results. Using the spectral
method in one dimension, Hoshino and Goldstein (1989)
studied the nonlinear saturation of the parametric in-
stabilities of large amplitude Alfven waves. Biskamp and
Welter (1989) studied the two dimensional MHD turbu-
lence in the incompressible case. Using direct numerical
simulations, Ghosh et al. (1993) studied MHD turbulence
in the compressible case. In more recent studies, Goldstein
and Roberts (1999) reviewed the evidence of the solar wind
being an actively evolving turbulent magneto.uid, stirred
by solar rotation and shears between and within streams.
Previously, it was studied that the parametric instability was
developed through a coherent interaction between waves
with given frequencies and wave vectors. But parametric de-
cay could take place in situations where there is no de0nite
phase relation between the interacting waves. In this con-
text, Malara and Velli (1996) studied the parametric insta-
bility of large-amplitude nonmonochromatic Alfven waves.
This work was extended by Malara et al. (2000) to include
the nonlinear development of instability in one dimension
for which they numerically solved the full set of MHD
equations. In spite of several studies related to nonlinear
propagation of Alfven waves, there have been descrepancies
between the experimentally measured spectra and theory.

In the present paper, we have derived the equation of the
kinetic Alfven wave in the presence of ponderomotive and
nonlinear electron heating driven nonlinearity modi0cation

in the background density. This has been achieved by using
.uid model for collision-dominated plasma. But this is not
applicable strictly for nearly collisionless plasma. Therefore,
some kinetic e3ects such as Landau damping will not be re-
covered (Hollweg, 1999). However the 0nite Larmor radius
e3ects are incorporated and the dispersion relation of the
wave is found to be the same as that derived using kinetic
theory as given by Lysak and Carlson (1981). This equa-
tion is valid at arbitrary nonlinearity and also represents the
quadratic case in special cases. Before, 0nding the rigorous
numerical solution of this nonlinear equation and its e3ect
on the solar wind turbulence and coronal heating, we have
presented here the paraxial approximation based solution of
this equation. It has been found that the kinetic Alfven wave
breaks up into 0lamentary structures (hot spots) with very
high intensity magnetic 0elds inside. The application of this
work to the solar wind turbulence and for coronal heating
has also been discussed.

In Section 2 we have derived the equation for the nonlin-
ear kinetic Alfven waves by using the two .uid model of
the plasmas. Section 3 presents the semi-analytical solution
of this equation in two dimension by using (within paraxial
approximation) the method developed by Akhmanov et al.
(1968). Last section presents the numerical illustration of
the present work and the applications to solar wind propa-
gation and coronal heating by Alfven waves.

2. Model equations

Consider the propagation (in the x-z plane) of
low-frequency, long-wavelength, 0nite-amplitude wave in
plasma where z is the direction of the ambient magnetic
field Bo.

The perpendicular components of the electron and ion
.uid velocities are given by

»i± ~ -7T d,Ex.

(1)

(2)

The parallel components of the electron .uid velocity in the
parallel electric 0eld of the wave is determined from

, eEzotvez =
b- VPe

(3)

where b is along the z-axis.
The y component of magnetic field-S, by using Faraday's

law is given by

@tBy = c@xEz - c@zEx: (4)

Making use of the nonresonant density perturbation Sns that
are created by the nonlinear electron heating driven non-
linearity and ponderomotive force of the waves, we derive
the dynamical equation for the waves. For this, we use the
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parallel component of Ampere's law given by

(5)

Taking the time derivative of z component of Eq. (5) we get

(6)

(7)

(8)

@2By
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Here ne is the modi0ed electron density and n0 is the electron
density of the plasma in the absence of wave. Using the
conservation of current density (V • J = 0) and substituting
for Jx from Eqs. (1) and (2) we get

neec @2Ex dvez _

B0!CI dxdt dz
(9)

Taking time derivative of Eq. (9) and substituting for oe:

from Eq. (3), we get

d @2Ex @ B0!CI eEz b-VP,
(10)

@t dxdt dz c

Substituting for Ez from Eq. (8) in Eq. (10), we get

@tEx = -^(l-—)dzBy, (11
c \ n0 @

B0
DA =

(4nnomi)1/2

here OA is the Alfven velocity.
Using Ampere's law [Eq. (5)], we can relate the parallel

component of current to the potentialA, where A is the scalar
function such that the magnetic 0eld perturbation

B-Bo = VAxb + 6Bzb

of the external magnetic 0eld B0 can be represented by
two scalar functions A and 5BZ that describe the shear
and compressional perturbations, respectively. Therefore
By = —dA/dx is the shear component of magnetic 0eld.
Hence we get

4nJz = -V2A. (12)

The electron continuity equation gives

e^=b- VJZ.
@t

(13)

Using Pe = Tene in Eq. (7) and making use of Eqs. (12) and
(13) we get

@Ez

@t

4 2 d
c dt @t

b-V (b-VJz

Substituting for Jz from Eq. (12) in the above equation we
get

@t
- ̂  Ic dt @t

(b • V)t)2
re ^ (b • V)V2A, (14)

c

where Xe = c\Jme/4ne2ne is the electron inertia length and
vie = \ffejnh is the electron thermal speed.

By taking derivative with respect to x of Eq. (14) we get

(15)
c dt2dx2 c @x2@z2:

By taking the z derivative of Eq. (11) we get

-)2 A 2 ^A dfts 2

c z y c n0@ z y

@By

llz~'c @z \ n0
(16)

Now taking the time derivative of Eq. (4) and inserting Ez

and Ex from Eqs. (15) and (16), respectively, we get

2tBy =
d4i

@x2 @t2

2 @ (dns @By

dxldzl

(17)

Here the density modi0ed by the nonlinear electron heating
driven nonlinearity and ponderomotive force of the waves is
given by (Bellan and Stasiewicz, 1998; Shukla and Sten.o,
1999)

ne = n0 exp[ - (1 + S^Xl)\By\
2/4SnnoT].

Therefore,

dns

n0
= exp[ - (1 + 8kxAi)\By\y48nnoT] - 1: (18)

Eq. (17) along with Eq. (18) is the desired equation for the
nonlinear kinetic Alfven wave in the presence of the mod-
i0ed electron density by the nonlinear electron heating and
ponderomotive nonlinearity. Eq. (17) gives the usual dis-
persion relation of the kinetic Alfven waves in the absence
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of these nonlinear e3ects (Hollweg, 1999). This dispersion
relation is given by

!2 (1+kx2L2)

where

k2v2
A

where L = cs=!ci.

3. Solution

The semi-analytical solution of Eq. (17) in two dimen-
sions is obtained within the paraxial approximation (x <§ r0f)
by using the method developed by Akhmanov et al. (1968).

For this 0rst consider a plane wave solution

By=By(x,z)s(k'x+kzZ-o:"\ (19)

By making use of Eqs. (18) and (19) in Eq. (17) one gets

@B , y ,2 k2v2
Tell) 032 d2Bv

(20)

{-k] + kz2 exp[ - (1 + Sl

x\By\
2/4%nn0T]}By = 0;

where dzBy <4kzBy and dxBy ^>kxBy,
Eq. (20) can be rewritten for real and imaginary parts

separately, by introducing the additional eikonal, S and as-
suming the following equation:

y=ByO(x,z)sxp{ikzS(x,z)}. (21)

This gives

2 & + \ e
k2v2

Tel
2
e \ w2 fdS

i
= {-k2 + kz2 exp[ - (1 + Sk*ll)\By\

2/4SnnoT]} [-U
0kz 2

! 2 d2By0

or1 J o2
Ak2By0 @x2

dBv0 / 2 k2
zr?TeX

2
e 2 co2 dBy0 @S

(22a)

a*

j f 5 ^ i
or t)i ox ox

4^o ̂ |=0. (22b)

The solution for Eqs. (22a) and (22b) can be written as

#,o = ^ e - ^ » / 2 , (23)

S = 0(z) x (24)

(25)

and f is the dimensionless beam width parameter. The initial
magnetic 0eld intensity pro0le of the kinetic Alfven wave
is assumed to be Gaussian in the transverse plane viz.

Byo\z=o =By00S

with r0 as the initial beam width. a in Eq. (25) is given by

a = -4 <̂  2e +

Substituting the expression of S from Eq. (24), and making
use of Eq. (25) along with the above value of a in Eq. (22a),
an equation for f can be obtained by equating the coe5cient
of x2 on both sides as follows:

1 1
dz2 a2R\p ^ ar02f2

xexp (26)

Here Rd = kzr02.
This is the equation governing the beam width parameter

/ of the kinetic Alfven wave. The inverse of f is a measure
of the magnetic 0eld energy of the wave. It is obvious from
Eq. (26) that the value of f is governed by the competition
of the di3raction term (0rst term on the right-hand side) and
the nonlinear term (second term on the left-hand side). When
these two terms balance each other the kinetic Alfven wave
propagates without convergence and divergence, i.e. known
as self-trapping mode. This condition can be obtained by
balancing these two terms as given below by Eq. (27). This
critical value can be calculated from the condition

(27)

where

Now we would like to make an estimate of this critical
magnetic 0eld in two astrophysical situations:

(1) For the typical solar wind parameters as given
below (around 1 AU) (Jokipii, 1973). T = 0:5 x 105 K;
-So = 1:5 x 10~3 G; fpe = 105 Hz; number of protons =
5 protons/c.c.

We 0nd that
fci = 2:27 Hz; Xe = 4:77 x 104 cm; t)A = 1:46 x 108 cm=s;

ore = 8:7 x 107 cm=s and f, = 3:85 x 10~4.
For f = 1 Hz and kxXe = 0:01; we get kz = 0:43 x

10~7 cm"1; kx = 2:1 x 10~ cm
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For these typical parameters, the critical value of
the magnetic 0eld as given by Eq. (27), comes out to
be 0:13 x 1CT7 G 0/ = 0:08 x 1CT4, where ti=By00/B0) for
r0 = 73:36 x 102 km.

(2) Next, we consider the case of solar coronal holes. At
the base of solar coronal holes the typical parameters are
taken as below (Champeaux et al., 1998).

T = 0:4 x 106 K; n0 = 108 particles/c.c.; B0 = 32 G;
fpe = 8:98 x 107 Hz.

Using these values one 0nds that
fci = 4:8 x 104 Hz; Xe = 53:2 cm; #A = 6:98 x 108 cm=s;

#Te = 2:46 x 108 cm=s and f, = 1:36 x 10~4.
For f = 103 Hz and fe/te = 0:01; we get kz = 0:89 x

10~5 cm"1; kx = 1:88 x 10~4 cm"1.
For these typical parameters the critical value of the mag-

netic 0eld as given by Eq. (27), comes out to be 1:2 x l0~ 5 G
for (r\ = 0:04 x 10~5, where r]=Byoo/Bo) for r0 = 34:9 km.

When these two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (26)
are not balancing each other, then the dynamics of the
kinetic Alfven waves will be governed by the competition
between these two terms. For the initial Gaussian intensity
distribution of a kinetic Alfven wave, having plane wave-
front (df=dz = 0; f = 1) we have solved Eq. (26) nu-
merically for the solar wind and solar coronal heating
parameters as illustrated in Figs. 1a and 2a, respectively,
when t] is greater than the critical value. For t] lower than
the critical value the illustration has been done in Figs. 1b
and 2b, respectively for solar winds and coronal holes.

4. Discussion and conclusion

Fig. 1a illustrates the variation of dimensionless beam
width parameter f of the kinetic Alfven wave against the
normalized distance of propagation for the case when the
wave amplitude is above the critical value, in the case of
solar wind, for the parameters shown above. As the beam
propagates, f oscillates with the distance of propagation
having maximum value 1 and minimum value 4:24 x 10~4.
When the power of the kinetic Alfven wave is more than
the critical power as calculated in Eq. (27), the second term
dominates over the 0rst term and f oscillates with the dis-
tance of propagation and at 0rst f decreases with distance
of propagation. But when the beam size becomes very small
di3raction e3ects dominate and the beam diverges. There-
fore, f increases with distance as shown in Fig. 1a, till f
becomes so large that the di3raction term becomes smaller
in comparison to the nonlinear term. Therefore, f again de-
creases due to nonlinear e3ects till it becomes so small that
the di3raction e3ect again dominates and beam starts diverg-
ing and this process repeats. Hence the beam attains certain
minimum beam size and the intensity of the kinetic Alfven
wave in these small size structures called 0laments become
very high. For example, in the present case we 0nd that the
magnetic 0eld intensity of these 0laments becomes of the
order of 104 times of the initial value and in the second 0l-
ament also becomes almost of the same order. The initial
kinetic Alfven wave beam of beam size r0 =73:36 x 102 km,

SOLAR WINDS SOLAR WINDS

(a)
1000 1500

Normalized Distance (b)
100000

Normalized Distance

Fig. 1. (a) Shows the variation of log f with the normalized distance of propagation (z=Rd) for solar wind parameters mentioned in the text
for rj = 0:1. (b) Shows the variation o f f with the normalized distance of propagation (z=Rd) for subcritical 0eld (i\ = 10 ) for solar wind
parameters as mentioned in the text.
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CORONAL HOLES CORONAL HOLES

1e+06

Normalized Distance

Fig. 2. (a) Shows the variation of logf with the normalized distance of propagation (z=Rd) for coronal holes parameters mentioned in the
text for j/ = 0:1. (b) Shows the variation o f f with the normalized distance of propagation (z=Rd) for subcritical 0eld (t] = 10~7) for coronal
hole parameters as mentioned in the text.

reduces to a beam size of about r0 =3 km and these 0laments
which are on the axis of the beam are separated from each
other by a distance of the order of 1 AU. Similarly the nu-
merical calculation can be performed for larger distances
and one can expect more number of 0laments formed as
the kinetic Alfven wave propagates outward from the he-
liosphere from 1 AU to several AU. Therefore, the kinetic
Alfven wave breaks up into 0lamentary structures where
the intensity is very high and these are separated from each
other by a distance of the order of 1 AU for the typical
parameters taken here.

Eq. (26) shows that the beam width f depends on the
wave amplitude. When the amplitude is above the critical
value the behavior of f has been illustrated in Fig. 1a as
discussed above. On the other hand as the value of the wave
amplitude is less than the critical value [as calculated in Eq.
(27)], the di3raction e3ects are expected to be dominating
over the nonlinear e3ects and the beam is expected to be
diverging due to di3raction. The numerical solution of the
beam width [Eq. (26)] for this sub-critical wave 0eld is pre-
sented in Fig. 1b. It is obvious from Fig. 1b that f diverges
with the distance of propagation.

These results show that the nonlinear e3ects can change
the intensity pro0le of the kinetic Alfven wave. In special
cases the intensity enhancement takes place in localized re-
gions only and hence hot spots or 0laments are generated.
These 0laments may act as the source for parametric insta-
bilities of Alfven waves and their nonlinear saturation in

the form of decay waves (cascades). It is also possible that
these hot 0laments can act as a source of further collapse of
the kinetic Alfven waves. Therefore, the Alfven wave turbu-
lence may be cascade dominated or collapse dominated or
the combination of the two. This will change the spectrum
of the Alfven turbulence and hence spectral index (slope)
is expected to be changed. Perhaps, the descrepancies be-
tween the experimentally measured spectra and theory can
be explained by using these phenomena. These ideas are un-
der investigation and a code is being developed using the
spectral method in 2D and 3D.

Now we illustrate the application of the present work to
coronal heating where the kinetic Alfven wave can act as
a source for additional heating. Fig. 2a illustrates the vari-
ation of f against the distance of propagation for the case
when the amplitude of the beam width is above the crit-
ical value, in the case of coronal heating for the parame-
ters mentioned above. As the beam propagates, f oscillates
with the distance of propagation having maximum value 1
and minimum value 4:37 x 1(P3. When the strength of the
magnetic 0eld of the kinetic Alfven wave is more than the
critical value [as given by Eq. (27)], the second term dom-
inates over the 0rst term and f oscillates with the distance
of propagation; consequently / f0rst decreases with the dis-
tance of propagation. But when the beam size becomes very
small, di3raction e3ects dominate and the beam diverges.
Therefore, f increases with distance as shown in Fig. 2a
and the process is repeated just as in the above case. The
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magnetic 0eld intensity in these 0laments is also of the or-
der of 103 times of the initial value. The order is same in
the second 0lament too. The initial kinetic Alfven wave of
beam size r0 = 34:9 km, reduces to a beam size of about
r0 = 1:52 x 104 cm and the 0laments are found to be sepa-
rated from each other by a distance of the order of 0:6 AU.
Similar calculations can be performed for larger distances
and one can expect more number of 0laments formed as the
kinetic Alfven wave propagates in the corona. Hence, we
see that the kinetic Alfven wave breaks up into 0lamentary
structures with very high intensities. These high intensity
regions dump the energy of the kinetic Alfven wave to the
particle by wave particle interaction. Self-consistent models
can be developed based on the kinetic theory to estimate this
additional heating. But rough estimate for additional heating
can be made by using the following relation:

where #ph is the phase velocity of the kinetic Alfven wave
and T is the temperature of the heated ion. For these typical
parameters, the temperature enhances by a factor of 11.3. As
we have mentioned above, this is a very crude estimate to
0nd out the enhancement in the ion temperature. Infact rig-
orous models based on quasi-linear theory should be used to
0nd out these estimates. This will require the wave number
spectrum of the excited kinetic Alfven wave in hot 0laments,
calculating the velocity space di3usion coe5cient and us-
ing this in the Fokker Planck equation (Marsch, 1999). This
work is under progress and will be a part of the future pub-
lication. It should also be mentioned here that in case the
0eld is subcritical, the 0laments will not be formed and the
beam will diverge due to di3raction e3ects as illustrated by
the numerical solution of Eq. (26) and presented in Fig. 2b.

This present study has motivated us to look into more rig-
orous models in multidimensions for estimating the e3ect of
these hot 0laments on the solar wind spectrum and estima-
tion of heating rate in coronal holes. These Alfven waves
can have great e3ects on the earth and its weather.
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